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N EWS 
Valedictorian chosen 
The Deans have selected Sarah D. Wagner to be valedictorian 
for the gradu~tii.g class of l~. Sarah has doUhle majors in 
~arketingand English. She is searching for a position in Market- · 
inf/Public Relations. . · · . · ' 
. Eat pizzas in peace 
Pizzas for peace, "Quest for Community" will be held on 
Monday, April 15 at 5 p.m. in the Buenger Hall basement. Free 
pizza will be served. For reservations, call the Dorothy Day 
House at 745-3046. · . 
Bookstore goodbye 
Ginny Jones, bookstore employee for the past fi~e years, left 
Xavier on Thursday, April .4; She. will be moving south of 
L>uisville ·to be with he~ family. . 
· ... :::.C·,c .•• ;. )\>·, .. . : :" 
eompiled by Virgini• SutelifFe 
Security Notes~-
··Monday, Mareh 18, 2:40 p.m. 
A resident student reported that someone had keyed his car in 
the North Lit. 
Friday, March 29, 2:40 p.m. 
A student in the A complex in the Village reported receiving 
harassing phone calls. 
· Tuesday, April 2, 6:45 p~m. 
Three juveniles were observed damaging the basketball courts 
by the North Lit. 
W ediiesday, April 3, 11 :30 a.m. 
A commuter student had his boo~ag stolen from the weight 
room locker room. 
Sunday, April 7, 10:30 p.m. 
A Xavier officer stopped a non-student who was driving on the 
residential mall. The woman was arrested for possession of 
marijuana and drug paraphernalia. 
(fyouliaveanyinformation regartlin/f tliesecrimesp!MuecaU 
Safety and Security at 745-1()()(). 
eompiled by Jeff Davia 
. ·.--·' 
Library improvements planned 
BY Loot MONTGOMERY 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
McDonald Library is 
undergoing many positive 
changes. In February a forum 
was held to discuss the future 
direction of the library is going. 
· The purpose of this forum was 
to give facµlty and staff an 
opportunity t~_proyjde feed-
back on the library's c:urrent 
challenges and ideas for the · 
·future; 
.. we want everyone to have. 
access to 0:.formatio~ they need, 
but we have to do it within the 
limits of our budget," said 
library director JoAnne Young. 
The issues .discussed were 
whether the_ library should 
purchase certain boOks or 
purchase items as they are 
requested; whether to purchase 
items in print form or electro~c. 
form; and whether the library 
should make materials available 
· through n"tworks or actually 
own them. 
The library has decided to 
join OhioLink, which is a .. 
. ·collaborative pt;"oject fu#.dii«J. by:· •· 
the state ofOhi~:-·ohl~~ki~ a ' 
service that would give Xavier 
access to books at many other 
universities and inst~tutions. 
Materials requested through 
this service are delivered within 
48 hours. This system has 
many benefits such as providing 
· ·· C.ne foatof'watef ooveredthefloorc!lusingwatei: to~p ~t() the . 
· ~}r~~·-~~ ·: • ·.·.·. · · · ·· .. ... ~~po" 
its users with hard to rmd, out stations where patrons can 
of date items that are still quite · initiate inter-library _loans and 
useful. check out bOoks. via computer, 
"Libraries ar~ no longer just continuing to c:()nvert certain 
storehouses to material, they . pa~r materials to microform, 
are gateways to information, . introducing electronic journals, 
whether it be print~ audio, or and providing electronic 
other electronic means," said reserves so that.students can 
Young. access course r~a~gs through 
In addition to OhioLink, the . the computer network. This 
library wants to introduce a lot . entire plain to derme the · 
more non-print items such a8 > direction the library is going has 
,· multi-IDedia materials/~-r0~s,· ·•been:a:~~year.,process. ; .. 
-;.~~o tapes, ~ai.d other lteili~ '.. .· ~·th~ contept of a librar:i as 
that instructors.frequently use a pla~~.iB cha~ging. It really is 
to compliment textbooks: The a service that can be accessed 
library and faculty have been · ··th.rough your dorm or home,. 
working together to make. these rather than actually having to 
ess~ntial items widely available come to the lµ>rary to get the 
· for students use. Other ·information you need," said 
. iinprovements ii.elude adding Young. 
Xavier receives award for adv~cing 
en-yi_romnental-frie.ndly t~~hnology 
BY SHAUNA POPE . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE . 
Xavier was honored for re-
ducingairpollutionandcon8erv-
ing ~nergy. This wa~ · 'accom-
Xavier has been recognized plished by . upgrading the 
as a leader in the effort to re- university'~ heating and cooling 
ducetheamountofd~agedone system. 
. to the environment. . Jim Landers, di~eet~r of the 
Xavier was one of four orga- Physical ·Plant, says that they 
nizations in the city of Cincin- · have replaced the refrigeran.ts 
nati that received an award for that caused air pollution with en~ 
using environmentally friendly vironmentally friendly ones. 
technology. The awarll. itself "It was somewhat more ex-
resulted from a mayor's chal- pensive, but we did it for envi- · 
lenge in Orlando, F1a. that was ronmental ·reasons," Landers 
brought across the country. said. 
Its objective was to challenge Additionally, Xavier has taken 
organizations to reduce environ- steps to centralize it8 heating and 
mental pollutants. cooling system. 
In Cincinnati, the challenge Prior to 1990, each building 
was backed by ,The Cincinnati on campus had separate heating 
Chanlher of Commerce, The. . and cooling units. 
. Trane:Company.'~iid Cinergy.· · ·. : Thatchangedwiththecomple~ 
. . 
tion of th~ scie~ce complex which 
includes .:Albers, Logan; and 
Lfudner halls; · · 
· All three buildings were con-
nected to a boiler in lindner Hall 
and a cooler in L>gan Hall~· . 
· Later, Alter Hall, CBA,. and 
Bellarmine Chapel were ·con-
nected to 'this system. ' . 
Kuhl~an, Husman, and 
Buenger halh are connected to a 
similar . centr~lized. heating • and 
cooling system. . . . . 
Landers says that receiving an 
award f~r these efforts came as a 
surprise. : .·· 
. "I dido 't even realize the chal-
lenge was going ~n," he says. "I 
just thought we were being re-
sponsible." 
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· XU's first occupai~nal therapy class to graduate 
This May, Xavier's first class of occupational therapy students will be graduating. 
Occupational therapy is one of the top 10 most-needed professions today. 
Xavier's program consists of three years of classes and six months of field work in occupational 
therapy dep,arbnents across the country. 
Students spend 40 h~urs a week in training. They apply theory learned in class into a clinical 
setting. 
This summer, students will be sent to hospitals in Colorado, Florida, and Pennsylvania, to name a 
few. · · 
This semester, members ()f th~ class of 1997 spent one day each week working with an occupa-
tional therapist at a local.care facility. . , . . _ 
The oecupationa~ therapy program has a limited enrollment and is quite competitive. 
About 120 student~ apply and 32. are accepted each year. 
As stated in the l;IJliversity catSiog, occupational therapy is a health-care profession that uses 
occupation, or puri}oseful activity, to helP, those individuals whose abilities to cope with the tasks of 
daily living are impaired by developmental differences, physical injury, illness, or psychological 
~~~ •.. . . 
Occupational therapists engage a person in experiential learning and problem solving activities. 
Through occupational therapy' )>eople are guided in the acquisition of adaptive skills which may 
help them to increase independence, or to enable them to resume a more productive and satisfying 
role in society. 
by Leah Mon'IJ'!.mery .. 
Graduate Services offers information session 
The Graduate Services Office is hosting two information sessions during the next few weeks for the 
Master of Education and Certification Programs. They·will be. held on Monday, April 15 and 
Tuesday, April 23 at 7 p.m. in the. Terrace Room of the University Center. Anyone interested in 
attending should call the Graduate Services Office at 745-3360 for f~rther information or to make a 
reservation to attend. 
...... report 
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Minority issues 
addressed. in forum 
BY KARA BENKEN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
If you haven't thought much about the opportunities for 
minority students at Xavier, or· the lack of such activities; 
you are probably not alone. 
However, many people, both students and administra-
tors, ·are making an attempt to get and stay informed: 
The minority rights committee has officially become the 
Multi-Cultural Students' (:oncerns Committee,'arid oiie of 
its first tasks under its new title was to get in touch with the 
students' concerns. 
The setting for the meeting on Wednesday, March 27, 
was a lot of pizza and a large circle of chairs in the Terrace 
Room of the University Center. The discussion at the 
meeting was a little less concrete. This meeting was seen as 
research into.the possible op~rtunities for minority 
students on campus and as a lime'to take advantage of 
student concerns for a better future. 
The racial climate at Xavier was a general concern, 
though most of the students who spoke on this topiC did not 
feel that the climate was so terrible. 
One student said, "I don't find much discrimination 
student-to-student, or in terms of grades or the number of 
times I'm called in class." · 
However, students did mention some problems they feel 
need to be addressed. . 
One of these is the lack of social activities for Mrican-
American students on campus and the lack ~f integration, 
such as little variation of music played at dances. 
One of the ways social activities could be increased. is 
through the'implementation of socia.I or service fraternities 
and sororities at Xavier. One of the main concerns. was 
that administrators are not viewing this issue through the 
eyes of African-American students. Other issues discussed 
included the low number of African American professors 
and advisors at Xavier, the seeming lack of inultieiutural 
training for professors, and the fact that only minorities 
are concerned with minority issues. One other concern was 
that many Mrican:..American students are asked to speak 
for the entire race wh~n issues such as slavery come up in 
class discussions. 
Freshman ~fony Anderson said, "Sometimes, I don't like 
being put on the spot to answer for an entire race, just 
because of the type of student I am," referring to ~eing a 
quiet person ~ho would rather listen to discussions than be 
tlie focus of one. 
Student support for these issues and others is encour-
aged by both the administrators who are concerned about 
minority students and the students themselves. 
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More scholarships available· 
through financial aid office 
Applications for the following scholarships are available at 
the financial aid office: 
MIDJ)LETOWN REGIONAL HOSPITAL 
AUXILIARY HEALTH CAREER 
For students from the Middletown Regional Hospital service 
area enrolled in a health-related field of study. 
The deadline is April 15. 
THE KOREAN-AMERICAN SCHOLARSHIP 
FOUNDATION MIDWEST REGION 
For full-time students of Korean heritage. 
The deadline is April 15. 
MIDDLETOWN FINE ARTS CENTER 
Must have completed one year of college with a 2.5 GPA and 
have the intention of graduating with an art-related degree. The 
· student's permanent mailing address must be in one of the 
following Ohio cities: Middletown, Monroe, Trenton, Franklin, 
Carlisle, Springboro, or Germantown. 
The deadline is June 13. 
AICPA SCHOLARSIIIPS FOR 
MINORITY ACCOUNTING STUDENTS 
For full-time under!,rraduate or graduate students. 
The deadline is July l. 
staff report 
Take ba~k.the night 
l~1~ 
photo by Carloa De.Jnua 
Several Xavier students parade down the residential .mall in 
support of "Take Back the Night," a rally to show support for 
women victimized by rape or childhood sexual abuse. Cincinnati's 
rally will be on Tuesday, April 23 at 7 p.m., starting at Sawyer 
Point. · ·1 
..; I;;; 
Dave Coleman, XaVier's di-
rector of student activities, re-
signed last Wednesday, April 3. 
Coleman gave up his position 
after nearly 12 years with . the 
university to devote his time to 
his creative dating company. 
After winning the 1996 Na-
. tional CollegiateLeCture Program 
of the Year from Camp11s Activi-
ties J'odaymagazine, Coleman's . 
notoriety went up and so did his 
request for his lectures. 
Coleman). Choosing 
to leave Xavier and 
devote all his time and 
energy to his speak-
ing career was not an 
easvdecision. Wewill 
mi~s him, but wish 
him continued success 
in his career choice." 
Coleman's cre-
ative dating seminars 
ha,•e grown signifi-
cantlyduringthe past 
couple of years and . 
he has been away 
Thro~gh his company, 
Coleman Productions, the former 
activities director trnvels across 
the country giving lectures on cre-
ative dating and relationships. He 
also writes a column for the C1i1'-
cinnati Enq11irer on cfatj,ng, 'as . 
well as hosting a radio show on the 
from campus on nu-
merous occasions to 
speak at different col-
leges across the coun-
try. 
Coleman's success 
. photo hy Carlos DeJesu.• 
Dave Coleman resitfned from his job as 
student activities director at Xavier last 
Wednesday. 
subject. . 
'Dr. Ron Slepitza, vice-presi-
dent for Student Development, 
said, "Juggling two careers be-
came more difficult (for 
may also be attributed to his re-
cent book on dating and relation-
s.hips which was released last fall .. 
Dining Coleman's years at Xavier 
he not only worked as director of 
student activities, but also spent 
_ much of his time as the student 
senate advisor and was a member 
of several university committees. 
Coleman could not be reached 
for comment. Damon Jones, 
presiden of the student govern-
ment a·ssociationsaid Coleman 
quit his job effective April 3, and 
would not return to Xavier. 
TIME MAY.BE RUNNING OUT! 
SPRING INTO ACTION.WITH 
' ' 
TEMPORARY OPPORTUNITIES AT BUltKE! 
Burke, Incorporaied, an international leader in the Market Research field is 
actively filling temporary positions for a 2.;week govemtrient project. Be part of 
the Burke team·workillg part-time to:gather telephone research about coastal· 
fishing habits. (On-going positions available) 
$Earn as much as $600 in two weeks! 
$ Flexible scheduling: 20-40+ hours per week 
(Limited day-shift p0sitions available) 
$Two convenientlocations: 
(Sharonville or Walnut Hills) 
$ Project dates: April 24th-May 7th 
$ Paid Trainhlg 
$ Involves NO Selling 
To qualify: applicants must'be at least 18 years of age, 
computer literate and possess excellent communication skills. 
To apply: Fax resumes to 559-7555, call our 
. . . .JOBLINE@684-7575 . 
contact our Human Resources department at 559. 7500, 
or stop by to 'fill out an application at either location. 
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Xavier University's Black Student Associati~n invites you to the -· 
20tfi.9lnnua{ .9lntonio Johnson Scfwfarsliip 'Banquet 
".Miieving Success: Spi,rit !M~es tlie 'Difference" 
Join us as we commemorate the founding of the Black Student Association and ~elebrate Academic Exclellenc~ 
with keynote speaker 
Dr. Merelyn Bates-Mims, XU '77 
Deputy Director 
Ohio J?epartment of Administrative Se~ces 
1'ritfay, J1lpri{ 12, 1996 
5:30 p.m. Cocf(taif ~eception 
6:00 p.m. 'Dinner 
'Ifie Pfwen~ 
Tickets: $10.00 students, $25.00 non-students . 
Tickets are available at: 
Xavier University I Office of Multicultural Affairs 
3735 Ledgewood Drive /745-3181or745-1029 
Please make your reservation by TODAY Black Tie Optional I Cash Bar 
- Transportation provided: Bus leaving University Center at 5:00 & 5:45 p.m . 
.. DIRECTV COMES TO MATRIXX. 
YOU CAN BE PART OF THE TEAM! ,, 
DIRECTV; a unit of Hughes Electronic&'GM, is opening a nationwide customer service center here in Norwood 
in cooperation with MATRIXX Marketing, Inc. Join a great team of Customer Service Professionals and be part 
of one of the most exciting new television concepts.n1aking headliries today. , 
• $6.50/hour base pay 
• .75 shift differential for evenings and 
weekends 
• Complete paid training 
• $200 Training completion bonus 
• Professional work environment · 
FULL TIME POSITIONS 
0 Benefit package after 180 days 
. (medical/dental) 
0 Profit Sharing/401(k) 
• Paid vacation/holidays 
• ON BUS LINE! 
AVAILABLE SHIFTS 
7:30 AM-3:30 PM 
. 9:30PM-5:30PM 
3:00 PM-11:00 PM 
5:00PM-10:00PM 
Mail·or fax resume with shift preference to: 
MATRIXX Marketing, Inc. (CSR) 
Human Resources Department 
4600 Montgomery Rd. 
Cincinnati, OH 45212 
fax (513) 366-2435 
EOE 
JOB REQlJIREMENTS 
• Previous customer service 
. experience preferred 
• Type25WPM 
• Problem Solving Skills 
• Excellent verbal ang written 
communication skilf required 
• Dependable and Professional 
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Flirting with excommunication 
An egg-cellent holiday? 
BY JOHN P •. GLYNN 
AND PATRICK AYERS . 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
P eople always seem to complain about the holidays. Thanksgiving, they say, 
. is too historically revised, and Halloween 
too provocative for the unstable tenden-
cies of urban youth around the nation. 
The main transgressor, however, seems to 
be Christmas, which has lost most of its 
religious significance and become a 
gigantic toy commercial. Nobody really 
has any gripes with Easter, which, in light 
of how we celebrate the resurrection of the 
Lord, ·is puzzling; · 
First of all; Easteds s,trictly a second 
tier event compared to Christmas. 
Christmas is celebrated ·With months of 
build-up, days off work and school, and 
overall intense revelry. In comparison, 
Easter is Christmas' retarded little · 
brother. Nobody has office Easter parties 
or sends out massive Easter card mailings. 
unt is not nearly.as cool as Advent .. At 
least during Advent you get to open the 
windows of your Advent calendar, light 
candles and shop. The. only thing you get 
to do during Lent is give stuff up. 
Christmas has come to be symbolized 
by a jolly fat man in a red suit who gives 
gifts to good little girls and boys. Granted 
this doesn't make a gre~t deal of sense, but 
Easter's defacto poster hoy makes even 
less sense. 
I had a rabbit once. ·1t didn't lay eggs.·. 
.In fact, I once 'put an egg in the rabbit 
hutch just, to see wha't happened. Pooper .. 
(that"w11s my rabbit'snaine) did something . 
to_ change the color of the egg, but I had no 
di:sire tP. touch the thing after he w"as 
' ·done, much less eat it. So the Easter . 
Chicken I could understand, the Easter 
Bunny I just don't get. 
So I'm sitthig in Mass Sunday morning. 
I'm surrounded by people who I'm quite 
sure _have been to church only tW:ice in the 
last year (Christmas and the previou8 
Easter). These people look lost and a little 
frightened (as if the walls might crack and 
cMunble upon their entrance). . 
Before reading the Gospel,the priest 
invites all of the.children in the congrega-
tion to come up and sit around the altar. 
About 250 kids, all of them whacked up on 
jelly beans and Cadbury Eggs, sprint from 
their seats and jockey for position around 
the priest... · 
· He then offered this reading: 
Matthew 28:1.:.10-Mter the Sabbath, as 
the first day of the. week was dawning, 
Mary Magdalene and the other Mary came 
to see the tomb. And behold, there was a 
great earthquake; for an angel of the Lord 
descended from heaven, approachell, 
rolled hack the stone, an~ sat upon it. His 
appearance was like lightning, and his fur 
was white as snow,, save a fuzzy pink belly. 
The guards were shaken by him and 
became like dead men. Then the angel, 
who had taken the form of a hare, said to 
the women, "Do not he afraid. I know you · 
are seeking Jesus the crucified. He is not 
here, for he has been raised just as he 
said. Come and see the place where he lay, 
and seek out egga of many colors along the 
path linto that sacred toinh. Then go 
quickly and tell the disciples, 'He has been 
raised from the dead and He is going 
before you lo Galilee, hiding egga deco-
r~ted like the coat of Joseph, given unto him by 
Jacob. Ther~ you will see hiiri.' Behold I have 
told you." 
Then they went away qllickly from the tomb, 
fearful yet overjoyed, and rari to announce. this 
to His disciples. And behold Jesus met them on 
their way and greeted them. They approached, 
embraced His feet, and did Him homage. Jesus· 
noticed that Mary Magdalene had found several 
of the_ multicolOred chicken ova. He smiled and 
asked her, "Did you find the one. unde~ the 
shroud?" 
· M~ry wept, a tear falling on· His feet, and 
said, "Yes, Lord." 
Then Jesus said to them, "Do not he afraid. 
Tell my brothers ·to go to Galilee; and there they 
will see rite. Tell them to bring many molds of 
chocolate shaped llke the angel of the Lord 
(which was a ·rabbit). Marshmallow chickens 
too. Oh yeah, and cho~olate malted egg8, you ·. 
know, kinda like Whoppers, except pastel With 
specks." · 
That.was the end of my rope. I couldn't 
believe the Bible had gone Madison Averiue. The 
secularization of major religious holidays has, in 
no small.way, contributed to the social demise of 
family values in this country. well, that and 
when you dido 't get to buy stuff with your 
winnings on "Wheel of Fortune'' anymore. 
Then I tho~ght even more about it, and I 
realized the ambiguity and disproportionate 
.amount of celebration surrounding the major 
church celebrations. Christmas has far more 
celebration than Easter, yet the reasons for 
celehrati.onare conversely impressive. 
All Jesus had to do on Christmas was open his 
eyes and cry'. Easter, though ; .. WOW! Rising 
from the dead is an accomplishment that - to 
this day - has been imitated by only one person 
(Patrick Duffy on "Dallas"). Now there's a · 
cause for a party. . . 
Instead, however, we sit our children in the 
lap of a shopp~g mall employee dressed to look 
like Harvey on LSD, and say "smile" as we snap 
their picture. 
At this pace, it won't be long before we find 
ourselves going door-to-door dressed as shrub-
bery, exchanging chocolate-covered pinecones, 
· and singing Arbor Day carols. . 
Jo"n P. C/ynn "''"'" in The Newawire'• atlwrtuin,r 
tllparttMnt anti Patrick A.~n u P'npttetiw1 «litor. 
.Bot/I an llapbw tllOt Por Jolin Paul II ti-an 't pick 1/W 
ri-k to •tart ~The Newswire. 
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A senator: 
respo~ds 
I was truly disgusted and 
appalled when )picked up The 
·Newswire on Wednesday, 
March 20th and.saw the front 
page. I was hoping to tmd a 
headline resembling "Tlie 
· Newswire and senate, working 
together to iinprove their 
services to the stUdent body." 
The content of the text would 
then proceed to mention how 
the two parties rece~tly Jllet to 
discuss ways they can jointly 
work to encourage students and 
clubs to utilize the Newswire to . 
publicize their events and . 
accomplishments. ·Instead, I 
found a knife in the back of 
SGA in the form of the headline 
"Senate attempts to bully the 
Newswire." 
I. realize the article was . 
printed in the Perspectives 
section which is reserved for 
. matters of personal opinion. I 
respect.a.~ intJi~~ual:s right.to . 
an opinion, but the fact th~t it . 
was written by the editor of the 
represent when we decided to 
investigate this partic~ar . 
problem before deciding on The 
Newswire !f allocation. I am 
proud of the.senate for taking a 
time-out before allocating 
student government funds in 
excess of S25~000 to The 
Newswire. As a senate, we were 
not unjustifaed in o~r actions, 
as one member of Tlie · 
Newswire staff had perceived 




from sole concentration on 
immediate concerns to explore 
the diverse achievements of 
civilization along with the vast · 
potential of the human person." 
lfwe, as a university, are to 
uphold the standards of the 
Jesuit philosophy, that means 
opening our minds to the bigger 
picture,. "the diverse achieve-
ments of our civilization," not 
iSolate ourselves from the rest of 
society that might not agree with 
our every opinion; 
To think our university 
should even fathom the thought 
senior of closing its doors to the 
ll:'J.'·'O··'· note At ·1,,L- . . president ~f the um· "ted States r.u... , ., : · ne senate 
meeiin,gfoUoWin,gtlieMarcli20tli .. because of one conflicting issue, 
usue w/Ueli conia~ the story is utterly absurd. He is, after 
in question the senaie voted to an, the president of o~r . 
freeze Th~ Newswire's fundin,g country. Like it or not, as 
untilfunher notice~ Americans, we should adorn 




Mter Witnessing the line of· · 
Pro-life protesters on the 
morning of the presidential visit 
and reading,JeffDavis's article. 
in last week's Newswire, I am 
appalled at the close-minded· 
ignorance of these single-issue 
voters and thinkers. 
I am extremely proud of the 
education arid moral and 
spiritual values, Xavier has 
instilled in ~e over the past 
three years. Moreover, I 
Furthermore, the number of 
single-issue voters out there 
really frightens me. I will not 
attempt to prioritize any of the 
innumerable issues that a 
political figure must be con-
cerned with when ~ such a 
power~ul positiQn, but certainly 
they g6 beyond ~h~ther or not a 
woman can legally ob.tain an 
abortion if she wishes. If you 
are a single-issue voter, I urge 
you to please, open your eyes. 
As Father Hoff stated in his 
speech on Saturday, "I may not 
agree with everything you stand 
for, l\fr. President, but then 
again, some of my students 
don't necessarily agree with me 
. all of the time, either." I 
commend Father Hoff vigor-
ously for his example of 
diversity and open-mindedness 
in welcoming the president of 
the United States to our school. 






, Someone: "Hey, you 're 
graduating aren't you?" 
Senior: "Yeah." 
Someone: "So, what are 
you going to do?" 
We've all heard this more 
times than we'd like, and I'd 
like to share with· you my top 
three favorite responses: 
I) I'm taking l)Ver ~y Dad's 
company - we make yo-yos. 
2) I've got some friends in 
Europe and me arid. some of my 
girlfriends are going ov~r there · 
to become' exotic dancers. · 
3) I'm not too sure. It looks 
like I'm going to Yale to get my 
masters in aeronautics. Yeah, 
my plans fall somewhere along 
those lines. I just need to 
decide . 
Seriously, no matter what we 
do, we must remember what is 
and what was. We've idl fallen 
guilty to asking the "so what are 
you going to do?" question, but 
we must remember the events 
and people in our life that have 
shaped·us and made us who we 
are today. We're a culture that 
seems to always look to the 
future to determine ~ho we are. 
We focus upon goals. Perhaps 
if we weren't always looking at 
the future we could recognize 
that we already are somebody 
and we have already done a lot. 
So I suggest this to the non-
graduating student or inquiring 
individual: don't ask the 
graduate what he or she is going 
to do. Trust me, if we knew we 
would tell you before you could 
ask. For the graduate: look at 
who you are now, remember the 
experiences that got you there, 
look to the future .with excite-
ment of growth, but never 
forget the past or the people in 
it. And if they ask you what 
you 're going to do anyway; just 
do what I do ... lie. 
Melissa K. Beeman 
senior 
//11· L·11 ,,, ,,.,. 1- ,Ji" .1,, 
l1111k111'.,'. f.,,. -1ilo1111--11111-
I Ji·.,,, \ 1>! l l 1·11l1111111 "I 11·111 · ,. 
111 1 Ii 1 · 1·d11111· 11 II .11 1 I w I , 11I1I1 
I ;1!11111-. 11011 .... 1• ,Ill\ !lll)t' .lt1\ 
111· 111'.!iil. \);il._1· -111·1· 111 ill 
1·I11.l 1 · \ '111!. II d 1114 .. I I It I 1"111111· 
Ill 1111 I H'I'. 
· Perspectives section, a member 
of the Newswire s~ff that never 
seemed to be directly involved 
With the is~ue disturbed me 
very much: The Newswire staff 
in attendance at the mee.ting 
with SGA representatives three 
Sundays ago apparently did not 
leave the meeting with the same 
bright outlook for the future 
that'memb~rs of SGA shared. 
·Instead, they ~pparently 
viewed the meeting as a 
personal victory of some kind, 
likely securing their funding for 
the 1996-97 school year, arid . · 
went back to the Publications 
House telling their staffof the 
believe Xavier has a unique way · 
of providing a basis of faith, r-------------------------------..;..,,...,.....,,,,.. __ 
·great "D~vid and Goli~th" tale. 
Tlie Newswire had supposedly 
"called (Senate's) bluff' and · 
"prevailed." 
. As a student senator I was 
elected by the student body for · 
their representation. Through-
out the year, it had been noted 
several times that there were 
problems regar4ing the 
. representation ofclubs and 
organizations in Tiie Newswire. 
I and other sen~t~rs were 
siniply looking out for the 
interests of the students we 
including religious dialogue and 
the values of Christian tradi-
tion, to each and every student, 
enabling each student to 
individually develop his/her · 
own values based upon this rich 
education. 
The protesters who ask, 
"Would Xavier host Hitler, 
too?" and question the ethical 
standards of our university 
because we welcomed President 
Clint~n, just don't get it. 
. The 1994-96 Catalog states; 
"Xavier University offers its 
students the advantages oh 
· quality liberal education,which 
has ~lways been the center of 
theJesuit University. Such an· 
education frees the individual 
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XU outslugs Bearcats 
By his standards, Xavier pitcher Josh Bradford may have had an· 
off outi11g yesterday, giving up three runs to raise his ERA to 1.41. 
Considering the Musketeers posted seven runs of their own on 
Cincinnati pitching, Bradford will sacrifice individual stats for 
Xavier's fourth win ill five tries. 
The senior was not overpowerillg ill picking up his sixth win of the 
season, strikillgout three Bearcats in nille illnillgs. Rather, Bradford 
and the Xavier defense pitched and fielded out of crucial situations 
on a chilly afternoon at Hayden Field. 
The two teams matched up closer t_han the 7-3 final score illdicates. 
Bradford and the XU defense time and again squelched Cillcillnati · 
scoring opportunities, forcing one innillg-ending double play and 
leaving eight Bearcats on the basepaths. By contrast, the XU lineup 
took advantage of three UC errors and posted a comfortable lead. 
The win boosts Xavier's record at Hayden Field to a more 
frightenillg 9-5. "We haven.'t been as imtimidatillg at home," head 
coach John Morrey said. "lthink we can hit a lot better at home. The 
advantage to our park is that if you come ill and get your three cuts, 
you' re going to do well." 
Freshman cat~her Mark Modrovsky got the most of his cut, 
pullillga pitch from UC starter Chris Holt over the left field wall. The 
two-rwlhome run ill the fifth upped Xavier's lead to 6-0. Be~d the 
plate, he relieved regular Jim. Dallio in stillgy form, throwing out 
three UC baserunners. 
On a day when longballs·were the exception, Sean West was a 
pacesetter as well.as a record-setter. His one-out hit in the second 
began a string of three singles, capped by a shot to right field by Jim 
Dallio scoring West for a 1-0 lead. Three innillgs later, he singled in 
Marty Sparks for the school-record 169th RBI of his career. 
A hit o.f savvy baserunnillg then extended the lead. Mike Sak's 
sacrifice fly sent Jason Du Vall .from third base, sliding into home as 
the throw bounced a'Vay from UC catcher Paul Blomer. West went 
to third base on the play for one of his two stolen bases on the day, 
heading home when the throw sailed illto left field. - Juon Beek 
SHOOTOUT BENEFITS LIEB: Ticket sales from Tuesday's 
baseball game went to the family of Xavier senior Christopher Lieb, 
who lost three brothers in a fire at his Milwaukee home last month. 
Additional donations can be sent to the Lieb Family Fund, care of 
Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. 
.~. ThisWeek 
Wednesday, April 10 • Baseball at Eastern Kentucky 
•Men's Tennis at Northern Kentucky 
•Women's Tennis vs. Wright State 
Fri-Stm, April 12-14 • Men's Tennis, Atlantic 10 
Championship at Virginia Tech 
Sat-Sun, April 13-14 •Women'sGolfatBoilermakerSpring 
Invitational at Purdue 
Saturday, April 13 • Baseball doubleheader at 
George Washington 
Sunday, April 14 • Baseball doubleheader at 
George W ashillgton 
•Women's Tennis at Duquesne 
Monday, April 15 •Men's.Golf, Xavier Invitational, 
Loveland, Ohio 
Tuesday, April 16 • Baseball at Indiana State 
XU enjoys Easter hit parade 
Muskies back in A-10 race 
BY JASON BECK 
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
After a disappointing 10-15 
home record last season, the 
Xavier baseball team has looked 
to put up big wins in front of home 
crowds this sprillg. 
The Musketeers, at least, did 
their part on the field las[ week-· 
en.d. 
Easter vacation and chilly 
conditions left only the heartiest 
baseball fans at Hayden Field for 
a pair of doubleheaders against 
Duquesne. Those who showed up 
watched the Muskies show why 
they'll be ill the Atlantic IO West-
ern Division race when the 
weather warms. 
Xavier took three out of the 
four games, breaking a four-game 
losillg streak and crawling withill 
a game of third-place George · 
w ashington enterillg a four-game 
weekend series ill Washington, 
D.C. 
If the Musketeers (14-17, 4-4 
A-lO)cancontilluethefirst-place 
pitchillg from Friday's sweep, 
however, they'll make another 
important step toward the top of 
the division. Senior righthander 
Josh Bradford contillued his sea-
son-long mastery in Friday's 6-3 
opener, firing a three-hitter over 
six· innings with n~ earned runs 
while strikillg out seven Dukes. 
Though theoutillgknocked his 
earned run average down to 1.12, 
·best ill the conference and 15th in 
thenation,Bradfordneededsome 
late help to notch his fifth win on 
the year. A five-run fifth inning, 
paced by a three-run home run 
from Sean West and an RBI 
double by Mike Scuglik, put XU 
ahead. Relievers John Shish and 
Louis ·Witte combined to shut 
down the Dukes in the seventh. 
The two-homer ·game gives 
West 32 for his career, tying him 
for second all-time .. His four RBI 
put him in equally elite company 
at 167, one short of Xavier's 
career leader Dan Froehle. 
For their parts, Witte and the 
XU lineup stayed hot between 
games. Witte retired the final 
hatter of game one, then went the 
distance to repeat the 6-3 feat ill 
game two. This time the Muskie 
offense put an early. lead on the 
mound, as Jim Dallio capped the 
opening frame with a three-run 
homer as part of his five RBI for 
the game. Two. more runs ill the 
third allowed Witte to cruise; 
strikin'gouteight and walkillgjust 
XanerSportalnfonnation 
Senior second baseman Sean West ran a double play at tlie plate, 
firin&'upon a pair ef XV career records. 
one. DallioaddedtwoRBisingies, more than doubled their home 
while Mike Sak and Zach Swisher · nin total for the series; slamming 
each scored twice. four over the ~wall~ ·Matt 'Fish 
ThedoubleeffortearnedWitte ·answered for XU with hi~ first 
his second award as Atlantic 10 homer, a three-run shot to put 
Rookie of the Week, and secured the Muskies within two after three 
his spot as ·a key part -of the XU innillgs. ThreeDukes runs in the 
staff. Healsoearnedkudosasthe fourth and two.each in the fifth 
only Muskie pitcher to shut down and sixth kept . Xavier playing 
Kentucky last Tuesday, striking · · catchup. Scuglik capped his tor-
out three batters in jmt over an ridserieswitha2-3effort,includ-
inning of the 16-0 loss. "I felt like illg two runs, a double and a sto-
I could just hop right ill and be _Jen base. 
effective," the fres.hman said. "I The series win was their firs till 
didn't show it at first. I guess the conference, and a boost 
people thought· I was ~ervous. following three losses in a four-
It' s just now things are startillg to game set at Virginia Tech the 
wor·k out." . previous weekend. A sevcnth-
Shish.set up Witte for his save illnillg run and eight strikeouts 
on Friday, but kept Saturday's by Bradford were the difference 
opener all to himself. The junior ill a 6-5 win to open the series, as 
gave up two hits ill his seven in- West knocked ill five runs .. The 
nings, walkedfiveandfannedfour Hokies, however, outscored XU 
ill a 7-l win. Sak gave XU an ill the finalthree games by a 22-7 
early lead with a two~run homer margin. Anine-runsecondillning 
ill the first illnillg, as the Muskies by Ohio University then spelled a 
scattered 10 hits and left just four 14-6 defeat March 27. 
runners on base. Scuglik hit his "We've had great s.eries,'' 
first collegiate home run to go Witte said. "It's that the results 
with a doublC, and Jason Du Vall don't show it. This weekend, _it 
slapped an RBI triple. Jayson happened to be there. We felt it. 
Gale added a single and a run to was a must-win weekend." 
extend his hitting streak to six AnaftcrnoontilttodayatEast-
games. crn Kentucky precedes the next . 
The Musketeers saved their A-10 test in Washin6'1on, where 
best offensive burst for the final the Colonials arc 9-3. GW, how-
game, though it went for naught ever,haslosifourofitslastfiveto 
inal4-l0slug-outloss. TheDukcs . drop from the division lead. 
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Conunentary: Icy conditions haunt finals 
BY JASON BECK 
NEWSWIRE COLUMNIST 
The last meaningful sporting 
event to take place at 
Riverfront Coliseum was an 
NHL regular season game in 
1993. Commenting on the 
venue, then-Calgary F1ames 
. goaltender Mike Vernon simply 
said he.wouldn't want to play 
here again. 
One has to wonder if the . 
NCAA would say the same. 
The Division I hockey 
championship was supposed to 
showcase the Coliseum and 
ready Cincinnati for next year's 
Women's.Basketball Final 
Four. At the least, it showed 
the value of Murphy's Law. 
The most dreaded scenario 
for hosting a sporting event is, 
well, not being able to host it. 
That vision nearly came to 
fruition before the puck could 
be dropped for the first 
semitmal March 28. An ice 
worker from host school Miami 
University tried to drill holes in 
the ice to insert the moorings 
which anchor a goal in place. 
~tead, the employee .drilled 
t'1rciugli ~he ice and. into a pipe 
that carried coolant under-
. neath. 
: The hole was small; infact, 
officials eventually plugged it 
•••• '' illf 
with quarters. But it unleashed 
what was to become a tidal wave 
of embarrassment. Officials 
had to delay the afternoon 
semifinal over a half-hour while 
trying to first fix the leak, then 
keep the coolant system 
working and the ice frozen. 
"Other than a structural 
failure, I can't think of a 
problem that 
could cause as · 
much of a delay 




director of the 
Coliseum ice showed a spring 
thaw that the rest of the city has 
yet to see. 
With little time before the 
nationally-televised evening 
matchup, the Coliseum was all 
wet, literally and figuratively. 
The scheduled 8 P:m. faceoff 
between Michigan and Boston 
University didn't take place 
until 9:30, and 
then only after 
agreeing to switch 
ends midway 




Greater Cincin- improved as the 
nati Sports and game wore on, the 
Events Commis- delay had an 
sion. "But the effect. "The delay 
way they tile photo was something we 
responded under Bosto11 D. head coach Jack ·did not expect 
pressure was Parker had to regroup his when the players 
tremendous." team afier a11 ice delay. left the hotel. To 
Meanwhile, Schumacher and not know whether or not you.' re 
NCAA officials hoped to get the going to play is hard," Boston 
- problem fixed between the coach Jack Parker said. 
matinee and the evening The improvisation of the 
selnifmal. As Colorado College Miami and Coliseum crews left 
and Vermont skated into Schumacher proud, but 
overtime, however, not only did nonetheless gratified that a 
time grow short, but the basketball court needs neither 
conditions grew worse; By the coolant rior moorings. 
time Chad Remackel banked in Schumacher also was pleased 
a rebound shot at 9:32 of a with a devoted following of 
shortened second overtime, the hock~y fans. A sea of maize 
and bl~e greeted.tile Wolverines 
for their final showdown against 
Colorado College, and erupted 
when Brendan Morrison found 
an open net 3:35 into overtime 
for Michigan's first title since 
1964. The three-game atten-
dance of 36,179 was only sixth 
best in the to~rney's history, 
but, thanks to high ticket 
prices, it still drew one of the 
highest revenues ever. ' 
Though the Women's Final 
F~ur is already sold out, the 
local fan interest for the hockey 
final concerned Schumacher. 
"Our origin.al plans were to 
sell out", to let players and 
c·oaches have a true national 
championship, and to bring a 
major national championship to 
Cincinnati," he said afterthe 
tournament final. We achieved 
two of them. 
"Our biggest failing was our 
inability to attract people who 
live in greater Cincinnati." 
The task now falls upon 
Schumacher and Xavier 
. officials to build upon the 
successes of the tournament, 
and improve upon them for 
basketball. If anything, Xavier 
can look at tiny Colorado 
College, now a major hockey 
power despite an enrollment.of 
1,900, as the cpitomy of small 
school success. 
"Not too many people gave 
us a shot," CC forward Peter 
Gcronazzo said. "We knew we 
had a chance to win. I wish I 
could do this all of my four 
years." 
XU studies for task 
For Xavier University and the Greater Cincinnati Sports and 
Events Commission, the co-hosts for next year's NCAA Women's 
Basketball Final Four at Riverfront Coliseum, the weekend of 
March 28-31 was an important learning experience. 
A few planners spent the weekend at the NCAA Hockey Champi-
onships which Miami University co-hosted with the commission at 
the Coliseum. Meanwhile, a larger contigent of 15 travelled to 
Charlotte, N.C. to observe this year's Final Four. 
Even though·,;.ext year's basketball and this year's hockey 
championships are in the same building, they will be two very 
different events. 
Don Schumacher, executive director of the Greater Cincinnati 
Sports and Events Commission, said the two tournaments differ in 
every aspect. Basketball, he explained, is a bigger event for hospi-
.tality, while hockey is more complex operationally. 
"Our attention will be focused on hospitality events and the set-
. up of the Coliseum," said Schumacher. "We're including a lot of 
· different things in this building. We' re adding more room [for those 
things]." 
These changes arc due to the larger size of the basketball tourna-· 
ment. ·While the hockey failed to sell out the Coliseum, drawing only 
36,179 for the three games, the basketball games sold out in just five 
and a half hours, with 49,044 seats selling for the three-game series. 
In addition, there will be more media covering the basketball 
tournament, and they will need more room to work. 
While in Charlotte, the Cincinnati planners learned more about 
how the Final Four weekend is more than just three basketball 
games. Schumacher described it as a "community event." · 
. Becky Cox, the project manager for the Cincinnati Organizing 
Committee, was with the. group that travelled. to Charlotte. This 
group saw first-hand how a city can be transformed for the tourna-
ment. "When I walked around the streets," she said, "I was amazed 
at how much was going on as part of the tournament." 
Plans for next year's Final Four are being worked out now . 
. "We 're way down the road in theplanningproccsi!," said Schumacher. 
He said current efforts of the planners are on fundraising and 
builcling a theme and decor. 
The theme and decor, he explained, will create a look for the 
event. This look will be used all over Cincinnati for events related to 
the Finai Four, and will be consistent with the tournament's logo and 
the decorating in the Coliseum. 
· While Cox feels that Charlotte had a good tournament, she looks 
forward to seeing what Cincinnati will do next year·. She said, "With 
the people we have lined up for- the stcering.commitec, we can t~kc 
the event to the next level." - Pete llohermann 
am p:pg:i ; mp ; 'f'm ,., NIH I f'lllli& __ _ 
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Pacella nears wins record 
Netters rebound over break 
. BY PETE HoLTERMANN 
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier's tennis programs 
entered April looking to build 
momentum as they prepared for 
this month's Atlantic 10 
Championships. T.o do this, 
however, both teams had to 
overcome the embarrassing losses 
to Bowling Green that ended 
March. Both squads dropped 
their matches to the Falcons 6-1. 
The men came hack with a 
solid 6-1 victory over Dayton on 
April 3. Their next time out, on 
April 5, they dropped an Atlantic 
10 match to Duquesne, 5-2. On 
Monday, they dropped a match 
at Kentucky where they salvaged 
only a doubles win to avoid the 
shutout as their record fell to 9-6, 
3-1 in the A-10. 
Thewomen had only one match 
over the Easter holiday. They 
bounced back from the March 
massacre to de(eat Toledo 4-3. 
Their record now stands at 14-5, 
3-0 in the A-10. 
Dayton proved to be no match 
for the Musketeers. Xavier swept 
the singles competition easily, with 
only Jim Lowery needing three 
sets to finish his Flyer foe. XU's 
number one and two doubles 
teams lost their matches, but the 
number three team of Monish 
Patel and Rich Garth picked up a 
win. 
Good Friday was not as kind 
to the Muskie netters. Greg 
McDaniel and Lowery earned the 
only two singles wins for Xavier 
as the Muskies lost to Duquesne·. 
Chris Black and Doug KJekamp 
played in the number three 
doubles slot, and helped XU avoid 
a doubles sweep at the hands of 
the Dukes with their 8-4 win. 
Kentucky handled the 
Musketeers, giving them a 6-1 
defeat. UK swept the singles 
matches, with only Matt Dunson 
forcing a third set. The doubles 
teams faired better, as Eric 
Gaughan and Vinay Rajendran 
teamed up for a win. Dunson and 
Doug KJekami;» used the number 
three doubles spot to pick up a 
win by default. 
Mter a match at Northern 
Kentucky this afternoon, themen 
~travel to Virginia Tech for the 
Atlantic 10 Championships this 
weekend. 
A sweep of Xavier's doubles 
teams could not propel the Toledo 
Rockets- past the Musketeer 
women last Wedne,sday. The 
women used singles victories from 
Heidi Pacella, Llndsey Beeman, 
Erin Grambow and Angie 
Richardson to defeat Toledo. , 
Pacella's win was number 76 
of her career. This leaves her one 
win shy of Xavier's career record 
of77 set by Lisa Ennis during her 
career from 1989 tol993. 
The women host Wright State 
this afternoon, as Pacella will 
attempt to tie the record. They 
will be at Duquesne for a 
conference match this Sunday, 
where she could break it. The 
Atlantic 10 Championships wrap 
up the season April 19-21 in 
Amherst, Mass. 
Zettler wins Dr. Pepper title 
Golfel'S swing into tourney stretch 
BY JASON BECK 
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Xavier golfer Jim Zettler had to wait 
until his senior season for a breakthrough 
win. For his sake, though, it could not 
have come at a better time. 
Zettler added a win to his 11 second-
place finishes with medalist honors at the 
Dr. Pepper Invitational. But just as 
everything is bigger in Texas, the victory 
against competition from three teams 
ranked in the nation's top 20 makes it the 
biggest win in school history. 
"It was a dream come true," coach 
Doug Steiner said. "We knew it was 
coming. It was just a matter of when." 
Zettler entered the fmal round tied 
for first before a fmal round of even-par 
72 put him three strokes ahead ofMarten 
van den Berg of Miami. Freshman Steve 
Dixon gave the Muskies a third-place 
fmish with a 73 final round for a total of 
219. The duo carried XU to a seventh-
place team finish. 
Dixon continued' his success last 
weekend at the Marshall Invitational, 
firing a 72 second round to finish with. a 
team-best 220. Though the Muskies fin-
ished a disappointing 11th in the 18-team 
field, they remain on the bubble for the 
' NCAA regional tournament. 
"We were happy with what we did, 
but we just missed something good, .. 
Steiner said. "Our team is capable. We 
just have to perform well as a team." 
The women's team also had a top-half 
showing last weekend at Eastern 
Kentucky's Lady Colonel Classic. 
'Freshman Christy Fout shot a two~round 
score of 167 for 19th place along with 
teammate Jodi Sunderman. 
The women continue their tour of the. 
region at Purdue for the Boilermaker 
Spring Classic. The men's squad has a 
home date, hosting the Xavier Invitational 
. on Monday in Loveland. Beforehand, 
however, the Musketeers have a date with 
the Atlantic IO powers this weekend at the 
confere~ce championship. The Muskies 
. are picked by coaches to fmish second. 
Xavier Sporle lnlonnalion 
Jim Zettler ww on par for victory at the 
Dr. Pepper lnvi~ational in Texw. 
:·-..-.·~~~ ... '.> .............. ·.'\ ..  KATY 
EDFKO r ..... "ll'ITt...,. Call •. ~. ____ .,6';J;:iiiiiiilillr 
3Si!-+o1S 
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!VERSIONS 
Trio of art display 
Three Xavier students' art work will be disp.layed in the 
Xavier Art Gallery from April 12-19. 
Beth Beebe will offer "Through a Magnifying Glass," an 
exhibition of silk paintings of insects inspired by the drag-
onflies regularly found on Tiffany lamps. 
Erin Brown's exhibit "Figure Scapes" illustrates her 
artistic view of a multiple of figures by exploring the many 
different depths and horizons. 
Lauren Grosser's display of ceramics is titled "Self 
Contained" and reflects the varying uses of ceramics as an· 
art form. 
Award banquet 
The 20th annual Antonio Johnson Scholarship Ban-
quet, "Achieving Success: Spirit Makes the Difference," 
will be held on Friday, April 12 at the Phoenix Restaurant 
downtown. · 
The banquet honors the African-American junior who 
has achieved the highest grade point average for. the aca-
demic year. , 
The keyno,te speaker.will be.Dr. Merelyn Bates-Mims. 
Cocktails begin at 5:30 p.m. and dinner will be served at 
6p.m.· 
The cost is $10 for students and $25 for non-students. 
For reservations call 745-3181. 
'X'perience Xavier 
The office of admissions will be hosting this spring's 
"X-Experlence Days" on Friday April 12 and April 19. 
About 200 prospective high school juniors and seniors 
as well as their parents will be on campus ea.ch day to · 
learn more about Xavier's academic programs and offer-
ings. 
Visitors have been instructed to park in the North 
Campus lot. If you have any questions or would like to 
help with the event call Kelly Schiess, 745-2948. 
Par for the course 
Do you like to golr. 
Try taking part in the Sixth Annual Rob Sieber Memo-
rial Golf Outing,' 
The cost is $20 for students and $50 for non-students. 
There will be an li.ssortment of prizes for the first and 
second place finishers. 
The event takes place April 13 at 1:30 p.m. 
For more information, call Shawn Hamill at 985-2856. 
'Primal Fear' delivers thrills 
BY SHAUNA POPE 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Many recently-released films 
Hollywood has labeled "sus-
penseful" or "thrilling'~ have 
trite plots, predictable endings 
and provide neither suspense 
nor thrills. "Primal Fear" . 
breaks this trend by p_roviding 
numerous plot twists that keep 
the viewer guessing throughout 
the entire movie. 
Richard Gere stars as Martin 
Vail, a prominent Chicago 
defense attorney. Vail is an 
incredibly arrogant headline 
chaser who seeks out cases 
which will bring him fa~e. This 
desire for fame gets Vail 
involved with the case of 19-
year-old Aaron Stampler 
(Edward Norton). He was 
an-csted for the murder of the 
city's beloved archbishop 
(Stanley Anderson). 
Stam pier, an altar boy, was 
caught fleeing the scene of the 
crime, and his clothing was 
stained with Bishop Rushman 's 
blood. The case is liigh profile, 
and Vail cannot resist the 
opporturiity. 
Although it seems obvious 
that Stampler committed the 
crime, he claims he is innocent. 
file photo 
RichardCere(l.eft)playsMartin Yailin "Prima/Fear." Hetkfends 
Aaron Stamp/er (Edward Norton, seated right). 
He says he saw the killer in the 
archbishop's bedroom and then 
blacked out. Stampler says he 
then woke up, saw he was 
covered in blood and ran from 
the police because he was 
frightened. At first, Vail could 
care less whether or not 
Stamplcr committed the crime; 
he is only concerned with his 
own power and fame. 
However, as the case goes 
on, he becomes convinced of the 
young man's innocence and 
docs all he c~n to pro~c it. 
Vail's ex-girlfriend, Janet 
Venable (Laura Linney), whom 
Vail is still interested in, is 
assigned to prosecute the case. 
Their fire-and-ice relationship 
enhances the courtroom scenes. 
What makes this film such a 
masterpiece is the fact that 
when Vail (and the viewer) 
believes he has figured out what 
happened on the day of the 
murder, a revealing confession 
is made. 
· The actors' performances 
are also noteworthy, as both 
Gere and Linney give their 
characters the attitudes of 
confidence, determination and 
ruthlessness the roles call for. 
"Primal Fear" is an excellent 
film and should not be missed. 
'Sgt. Bilko' lacks command 
BY SAM MANDT 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Steve Martin and Dan 
Aykroyd have teamed up again, 
but unfortunately the results 
are painfully mediocre. -
"Sgt. Bilko" is a far cry from 
the duo's "Saturday.Night = 
Live" antics. The film has a lot i 
of humorous moments, but is 111 a 
too silly to be very memorable. 
Martin, Aykroyd, and Phil 
Hartman, all "SNL" veterans, 
each give good perfor'!1ances, 
but the humor is too ~nsophisti­
cated to leave a good impres-
sion. 
This film certainly lacks the 
talent displayed by all of these 
actors in their previous work. 
Ernie Bilko (Martin) is the 
master sergeant in charge of the 
motor pool at Fort Baxter, as 
well as a compulsive gambler. 
Aykroyd plays Colonel Hall, 
a bumbling base commander . 
who is unaware of much of what 
goes on under his watch. 
From/.eft, Steve Martin, DanAykroydand Phi/Hortman portray. 
military men in "Sgt. Bilko. " 
Fort Baxter is operating at 
status quo until Major Thorn 
(Phil Hartman) visits from the 
Pentagon to inspect the 
progress of a new weapon being 
developed at Fort Baxter. 
His ulterior motive, how-
ever, is to catch Bilko, his old 
nemesis, doing something 
illegal. 
The film goes on to show 
Thorn's attempts to catch 
Bilko, and Bilko's slippery 
escapes. 
m: 
The movie takes some 
predictable turns, and the 
outcome is no surprise. 
Unfortunately, the support-
ing cast will not be enough to 
save "Sgt. Bilko" from its 
eventual tour of duty in the 
super-discount bins at retailers. 
There will be plenty of 
opportunities to see this film on 
Saturday afternoon cable, and 
it is probably smarter to see it 
there, if you must see it at all, · 
rather than in the theater. 
M 1 '1if 1~ 
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Travel Europe cheap thanks to Gil White 
BY SAM MANDT 
Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Simply based on the title of 
this book, "Europe on 84 cents 
a day," I felt that such a scheme 
would he easy - from an 
eastern European prison. 
Actually, "Europe on 84 
cents a day" is a very useful 
guide on how an adventurous 
traveler can see Europe and the 
Middle East on quite a small 
budget. 
Author Gil White has been 
·travelling the world since a very 
early age, and he has compiled 
many of his ideas into this book, 
which is intended to aid the 
student traveler. 
The travel plans are far from 
luxurious, but they can he very 
interesting. 
His regimen of hiking, hitch-
hiking, and staying with 
strangers is not for everyone, 
however, and ~trict time 
constraints will not he very 
compatible with this rather 
free-form travel style. 
The primary way to limit the 
traveler's budget, White says, is 
hitching rides and then attempt-
ing to gamer free accommoda-
tion in hotels, houses, or 
university dormitories~ This is 
cheap, but it is also somewhat 
unreliable on a day-to-day 
basis. 
· The biggest foreseeable 
problem with this method is 
that it can be inconvenient if 
you want to go to one place but 
must take accommodation 
elsewhere. 
Hitch-hiking in Europe is 
relatively safe, as a general 
rule, unlike here in the U.S. As 
long as you don't end up with a 
suicide bomber or in a van full 
of terrorists, this method of 
travel can he a good way to see 
the country and meet some 
interesting people. 
More than just a how-to 
guide, this book provides some 
Workshop of plays 
BY LISA BROWN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The University Center 
Theatre will provide the stage 
for this year's "New Plays 
Workshop" presented by 
Xavier University Players. 
Workshop will he presented this 
coming Thursday, April 11 
through Sunday, April 14. 
This is the only totally 
student-written, _student-
produeed and student directed 
production presented by the 
Players. · 
Sn1dent writers submit their 
plays which are read anony-
mously by th~ Playe1·s Board, 
and then six plays a1·e chosen to 
be presented at the workshop. 
The plays chosen for the 
1996 New Play Workshop are: 
"The Painting," written and 
Directed by Jake Richtsmeier; 
"Human Zoo," written and 
directed by Keaven Podgorski; 
"Blackout," written and 
directed by Charles Fields and 
Sean McGann; "Passing 
Faces," written and directed by 
Jay Kalagayan; "Silent Reper-
cussions," written and directed 
by Liz Corrigan;' and "To Sleep, 
Per Chance To Dream," written 
and directed by Pam Leahigh. 
Junior Xavier Player Carrie 
Linton, said the workshop has 
"quite a variety of shows_; 
everything from love scenes in 
an elev a tor to gunshots." 
"The Painting" explores how 
different personalities view art, 
while "Human Zoo" looks al 
how we as a society look at each 
other, but not ourselves. 
In.a year y.-hen courtroom 
drama has been at its peak, 
"Blackout" looks at both ends 
of a murder trial. 
"Passing Faces" is set during 
senior week and deals with the 
feelings of parting friends as 
they graduate. 
Moving on after a family 
tragedy is the subject of "Silent 
Repercussions," and "To 
Sleep, Per Chance To Dream" 
contains a party within a 
dream. 
The plays will be performed 
Thursday through Saturday at 
8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. in 
the University Center Theatre. 
General admission tickets 
will be available at the door for 
$3. Students can purchase 
tickets for $2 with ID. 
very useful information, and it 
is organized in such a way as to 
make it easy to use. 
There are sections that 
include what types of paper-
work will be required to travel 
in certain countries; what types 
of clothing to pack; simple 
currency exchange information; 
and a Jot of valuable informa-
tion on 36 countries, including 
useful phrases in various 
languages. 
While the target audience of 
"Europe on 84 cents a day" is 
the budget-minded student 
traveler, it is not limited in its 
content. It is loaded with tables 
and maps, in addition to points 
of interest and brief histories of 
the countries covered within. 
The book provides useful 
information for the first time · 
European traveler as well as the 
more seasoned journeym_an. 
''Europe 011 84 ce11ts a day" 
is available i11 the campus 
bookstore for $12.95. 
··r 1~urt••.,,...,(;,.,. f .,,__.~ ut ....... ,,..,.. 
··:: ..... .. 
=:i· ., ..... ~ _,_ ... t:ltM«•Mh. { ~~.=:.=" 
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Chino's XL rhymes New comics hit the stands 
BY .MATr TURNER 
THE XAVIER NEWSIRE 
East Orange, N.J. native 
Chino XL arrives with a 
vengeance with his first solo 
album, Here To Save You Al/; 
This guy is amazing. He's one 
of (if not) the best rap lyricist 
ever to grace a microphone. It 
seems as if a new twist to his 
lyrics can be discovered after 
each listen of the album. 
Chino's lyrics consist of 
sharp-shooting battle rhymes, 
similes and hard-hitting 
punchlines. 
The first single, "No Com-
plex," is just one of the many 
lyrical barrages off the album. 
"What I Am?" has Chino 
desc.rihing growing up with the 
confusion of his cultural 
background. "Riiiot" features 
the skillful lyrical presence of 
West Coast rapper Ras Kass. 
"The Shabba Doo Conspiracy," 
a song that describes how 
"Gangsters flop and go pop like 
Shabba do," features Kool 
Keith of the legendary 
Ultramagnetic MC's. Other 
standout cuts include "De-
liver," "Freestyle Rhymes," 
"Thousands" and ·"Kreep." 
Chino's delivery is fast and 
his voice sounds similar to L.L. 
Cool J's. 
/Jere To Save You All has it 
all. It is filled with great lyrics 
and nice production that 
compliments Chino's flow. 
As he states on "Deliver," be 
prepared to "wateh the whole 
shake from the album I de-
liver." 
HOUSES FOR RENT 
• easy walk to campus • 
1606 Brewster: 5 bedroom, 2 bath 
Cleanev: 2 Bedroom .. 
Both are spacious and equipped. 
Plus washer and dryer!! 
KELLY COMPANY 
321-0043 or 241-9421 
get the Inside Track 
on a·dmissions 
Come to one of our [~~~d-.S~h~~;·t'······~:::· 
free seminars· '..... ..................... I: ... :·::>··· .. ··:·."',:._..-·· •.. · 
r,..; ...... ........... i1~~.~~~~~LJ· · · ·· ··: : .... ·. · ·i .. · -.. -~ :. -· -
....... 'r···· ... .)cal Schooi .. L..·····" l . ...- · · ~:,.. 
Bu ................. f::::.::. ····· ····~~-.::;: ..... ~.! ..--····1:. .. .... ....-
t"···-.~~•11 Scho 1 .... , .... ·"' · i' . /·. ,.., 
....... ····1···· ... ::'.::·.·.::.·"·:·:-.::·:···)·~·-·· r ......... ·~J. ........... >··· 
. e,>····· ...... ·· ; . ._ and leam how to 
.. · .. <,.... . i ... , - · .. overcome these hurdles: 
, .. ·· · . . ·· .- ·· · • Entr.nce Ex•m• • Interviews 
. . · ·· · · • Applle11tlon1 · • Euays 
. ··.university of Cincinnati 
GMAT • Thlir~day, April 11 MCAT ·Thursday, April 11 
7:-30 • 8:30PM 6:00 • 7:00 PM 
. LSAT -Wednesday, April 10 
7:30 • 8:30 PM 
Space is limited! 
Call today to reserve 
your.seat 
GAE-Wednesday, April 10 
6:00 • 7:00PM 
1·800·KAP·TEST 
KAPLAN 
BY JAY l{,UAGAYAN 
Tim XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
In the distant future, 
humanity has past the hound-
aries of the solar system with 
the aid of powerful 
singularities. 
In their journeys to other 
star systems, humanity began 
encountering alien races, 
intelligent and othenvise. 
From the most distant. of 
known territory, a man 
appeared head-to-toe in a dark 
blue and black costume, 
donning red goggles and a 
lightning bolt going down his 
front shoulder. 
This man had a missfon, to 
obliterate the mass murderers 
who had long since thought 
themselves above the law. 
This man is known as Nexus. 
Nexus is a vintage comic 
book that was published mostly 
in the '80s. 
Originally published in 1981 
by Capital City and later sold to 
First Publishing, Nexus is the 
creation of writer Mike Baron 
and artist Steve Hude. 
Currently, ownership of 
Nexus and his supporting cast 
has been returned to the 
creators Baron and Rude and 
publishing rights to Dark Horse 
Comics. 
·The title of Nexus belongs to 
the character, Horatio HeUpop, 
whose parents fled the Sov 
Republic ·because of the father's 
failure in controlling the planet 
he was assigned to. 
His father, a high officer in 
the Sov army, decided that he 
could not let his planet fall 
under rebel control and set off a 
device that destroyed the 
PRE. ESS 
SERVICE, INC . 
Student designers, graphic' 
artists, desktop pub I is hers, 
freelancers use your VISA 
or MasterCard to buy your 
color separations, high/low 
res scans, color retouching, 
halftones, proofing, film 
output and other services. 
We 're open 7 days per week 
7:00.am-7:00pm. Call us 
at (513) 579-1200, 1548 
Central Pkwy, Cincinnati, 
Ohio 45210. 
Nexus /ms a !lice 1111iform, mu/ he~ cut too. 
planet. 
After killing billions of 
people, Hellpop's father.felt 
immense guilt and threw ... 
his whole family into a black 
hole. Mysteriously the Hellpop 
ship landed on the planet Ylum. 
Through their adventures 
there, the fabled hero Nexus 
arrived on the scene. To find 
out how, you will have to do 
some reading. 
The fusion-powered avenger 
features strong writing by 
creator Baron. 
He has created a cast of 
characters and technology 
where he has the freedom to 
explore all aspects of that 
universe. 
With this unlimited vision, 
Baron wrote one of the best 
comics of the '80s. 
The intricate plots by Baron 
are visualized on the page by 
artist Steve "The Dude" Rude . 
Rude's pencils are intricate 
in detail, using broad shapes to 
be seen at a distance; the fine 
use of shadows and different 
perspective angles breathed 
Baron's writing to life . 
Rude, who adapts a Dr. 
Seuss style of art in drawing 
Nexus' supporting ~ast, avoids 
the current comic book style of 
"over muscled" male heroes 
and "over endowed" female 
heroes in the illustration of his 
human characters, Hellpop and 
Sundra Peale. 
Rude has carved himself his 
own style in the comic industry 
and is greatly admired by his 
contemporaries. 
Nexus is fine comic enter-
tainment in th~ tradition of the 
great Stan Lee and Jack Kirby 
with their Marvel heroes such 
as The Fantastic Four, Spider 
Man, and the Uncanny X-Men. 
This month, a Madman/ 
Nexus crossover should be 
released. 
This features Madman, one 
of the hottest characters in 
comics today, with the famed 
executioner. 
Nexus has several trade 
paperbacks and back issues 
available at Queen City Comic 
& Card Company on Montgom-
ery Road. 
For more information, call 
351-5674. Nexus also has a 
newsletter available. 
For more information, write 
to: Nexus Newsletter, 6666 
Odana Road, Suite 115, 
Madison, WI 53719-1056. 
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c "How many licks .does it take ... ?" ALE ND AR 
."The world may never know." 
-w•T~~~_-.·~~-· :. •Kissing, a futon, a murder, 
YYt:\.lll~Y and a missing bed ... Xavier 
April lo ··. . ' . Players present "New Plays 
•Welcome hack, Kotter! Workshop 1996," a series of 
Buenger Hall will be ~ponsoring student~wri~ten·, acted and 
lnternatio~al Coffee Hour from produced one-act plays. The 
3:304:'30 p;rlt. in,.. where el~~; show runs tonight through 
-Buenger Hall. So get your ~ots · SUildayintheUniversityTheatre. 
and a biscuit, and head to\ the. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. 
haU-formerly-kno~-as-New! · · .. Admission is S2 with student ID 
·•Dr. Seyyed Hossein Nasr and S3 general admission. 
from George Washington Tonight is "Club Night," where 
University Will present, "The several clubs will have· 
Religious Study of Religions," at informational tables set up. A 
7:30 p.m. in the· University reception will follow the 
Theatre. Admission is free for performance in the grill. 
this ed~cational experience. \ £ri da 
thAup~rilrs11 day · April 12 Y •Surgeon General's Warning: 
•Wanttocatchafewlocallive AU students must watch where 
bands tonight? Johnny Clueless they're going, theymayencounter 
will perform at Main Street agroupofmunchkins. TheOffice 
Brewery,Salamone'swillfeature · ofAdmissionswillhostspring "X 
Snowshoe Crabs, and The Billy Experience Day" today. 
Larkin Trio will dazzle the fans at Approxin1ately 200 high school 
the Promontory. juniors, seniors, and their parents 
•Why don't you study or will be avoiding the construction 
something? Wait, "Friends" and and taking the back entrances 
"ER" are on. Television is my · into the buildings just like us. 
only friend! It loves me •XavierPlayerspresent"New 
unconditionally. TelevisionisDly Plays Workshop 1996" 
third parent! tonight. Doors open at 7:30p.m. 
SUMMER APARTMENT 
$215/month, near campus, 
waher/dryer, air conditioning, 
patio, three month lease, 351-
3652 or 556-1098. 
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1,000 
Credit Card fundraisers for 
fraternities, sororities & groups. 
Anycampusorganization'can raise 
upto$1,0oobyearningawhopping 
$5.'00IVISA application. · 
Call l-800-932-0528ext.65 
Qualified callers receive ··. 
. FREE T.SHUrr. 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHER 
for Elementary Phys; Ed_. 
Flexible days, private school, 
Degree/certification not 
required. Call (513) 434-7090. 
Say hello to the C-Man & Phat 
Charles. 
**HOUSES FOR RENT** 
*easy walk to campus* 
1606 Brewster; 5 Bedroom, 2 bath 
Cleaney; 2 Bedroom 
Both are spacious and equipped. 
· Plus washer and dryer!! 
KEILY COMPANY 
321-0013 OR 241-9421 
BOARD OPERATORS 
1360 W AOZ AM has part time 
Board Operator positions 
available for evening, overnight, 
.and weekend hours. FCC 
Operator License and experience 
running sports required, satellite 
experience desired. Send resume 
to: P.O. Box 1530X, Cinti., OH 
45201. No phone calls. E.O.E. 
•The 20th annual Antonio 
Johnson Scholarship 
Banquet will be held at the 
Phoenix restaurant, downtown. 
This banquet honors theAfrican-
American junior who has 
achieved the highest grade point 
average this year. Dr. Merelyn 
Bates-Mims will be the keynote 
speaker. Cocktails begin at 5:30 
p.m. and the dinner will begin at 
6 p.m. C~st is $10 for students & 
$25 for non-students. 
•Eight artists will be having a 
reception for their opening at the 
Contemporary Arts Center from 
7-9 p.m. The displays will be 
open to the public from April 13-
J une 16. Call 345-8400 for more 
information. 
•Tonight would be a perfect 
night to have a little get-together 
with some good friends and talk 
of times past, or you could have a 
year end bash with multiple kegs, 
Phat Charles on the tunes, and 
the C-Man in all his glory! Let me 
know if you 're doi_ng either. 
WORK IN THE 
OUTDOORS 
National Parks, Forests; Wildlife 
Preserves, & Concessionaires are 
now hiring seasonal workers. 
Excellentbenefits+ bonuses! Over 
25,000 openings! Formoreinfo. 
call: l-206-971-3620ext.N55641. 
NOW SHOWING two 5 
bedroom apartments with kitchen, 
double showers, IBundry facilities, 




Grants· and Scolarships 
available!!· Billions of $$Sin 
private funding. Qualify 
Immediately; l-BOOAID-2-HELJ> 
(1:800-243-2435) . . 
•Xavier Players present "New 
Plays Workshop 1996" 
tonight. Doors open at 7 :30 p.m; 
Tickets are S2 with student ID or 
$3gener~ladmission. Bringapal 
and support your· peers in this 
student-written, directed, acted, 
and produced series of one-acts. 
Kudos to the seniorperf orriiances 
of Keaven, Bob, Erin, & Tonia. 
•"Music maestro, please!" 
Student Activities Council 
presents "Rave" in the O'Connor 
Center Parking Lot from .10:30 
p.m.-1:30a.m. Admission.is free, 
so dance to techno 'til y~u drop. 
sunday · 
April 14 
•Hey, guess what? Right-0, 
reindeer, Xavier Players present 
"NewPlaysWorkshop 1996," 
but this is the rmal perf onitance 
and it's during the day. Doors 
open at I :30 p.m. ·and the 
performance starts at 2 p.m., so 
get your hung over hides to· the 
University Theatre and support 
the local talent. Watch the fmal, 
hungoverperformanceof Johnny 
Calzone! 
• Aftertheperformance, watch 
the Players clean up for Jessica 
Williams, who willhe performing 
jazz piano tonight a(.'Z:30p.m. m 
the University. .'· '(heatre ... 
~dmission is free with student ID 
or $14 general admission! 
TROPICAL RESORTS 
HIRING 
Entry-level & car~er positio~s 
available worldwide (Hawaii, 
Mexico, Caribbean, etc.). W aitstaff, 
housekeepers,SCUBAdiveleaders, 
fitness counselors, and more., Call 
ResortEmploymentServices, 1-206-
971-3600 ext.R5sMI. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW 
HIRING 
&mupto$2,000+/Dlonthworking 
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
available. · No experience 
necessary. For more information 
call l-206-971-3550ext.C5564l. 
•Stabbing Westward will be 
kicking itJive at Bogart's tonight 
at 8 p.m. Opening for this rising 
star will be Rust. Tickets are 
$8. 75-SIO. Call 749-4949formore 
information. 
•The Boys Choir of Harlem 
will be performing at the Victoria 
Theatre, downtown. Tonight is 
theirfmalperformance. Call228-
3630 for ~ore information. 
111!P.]day 
•Pizzas for ·Peace will be in 
Buenger "The-hall-formerly-
known-as-New" Hall at 5 p.m. 
TheCorrymeelaJoumey, a group 
of Catholics and· Pl'.otestants in 
N~_rthern Ireland committed to 
reconciliation, will lecture at the 
event. Free pizza is available for 
all who attend. Call the Dorothy · 
Day House at 745-3046 for more· 
irif~rmation. 
Mlello, all you bits and pieces 
out there, rmals are comllig and 
the year is coming to an end. 
Calendar Man has decided to stay 
on for· another year- his 8th 
year at XaVier, so you've got 
another year of the "M" word, 
. theadventuresofC-Man andPhat 
Charles, and pleas for more new . 
events. Happy belated B-Day to 
Sarah L., the C-Man's #1 fan. 
.. · We at The Newswire ~ate to 
make mistakes. U you°'fin'd an 
error, call 745-3130 and let us 
know. ·Thank-You! 
••F()RRENT** 
. 3 Floors, 4 Bedrooms each floor. 
Full Kitchen, laundry facilities, 
off-street· parking. 5 minute 
walking distance. Available in 
April. Call221-6323or221:-0140. 
TEACH ENGLISH IN 
KOREA- Positions ·available 
monthly. BA or BS degree 
rtiqllired. US$: .. $18,500-$23,400/ 
yr. Aceommodation & round-trip 
airfare provided. Send resume, 
copy of diploma and copy. of 
passport to: Bok Ji Corporation, 
ChunBangBldg., 154-13Samsung 
Dong,KangNamGu;Seoul,Korea 
135-090, . TEL:Ol 1~82-2-555-
JOBS(5627) FAX: Oll-82~2-552-
4FAX(4329) Please respond as 
soon as possible. Thank You. 
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CHAOS by Brian Shuster 
" ... of course, on the bright side, these are the best 
grapes I've ever tasted."· 
LACK OF FOCUS 
@ff "'ft\£ ~u~~ S1"A.,-(ME',.1TS 
~\'\~'"f .f°fl.~Qvt: rJ1"1-... Lf:AI> 
.,-o t>ISAc;.,-f:~ •313: 
GO AH~A'D A,JD 
1"~ttow \1° ~ 1'&.1.. c.A."'l"C.\"\ 
\•:f 1;.i M"i MO\J1"K ~ 
Leo Id 
by ltogcr & ~ukm Salloum 
My dad lras tllis feature 011 
our frame plrone so tllat if someo11e 
calls wlrile I'm already tallii11y f ca11· 
answer the new call and tell llrem.lo 
wait and I'll be right back to tlrem ... or 
wlratever I wa11t to say .... it's called call 
waiti11g.· 
. A lot of people have these 
leatu1es nowadays. 
So, listen to this ..... 
I'm talking 011 llre µlro11e 
about sports injuries lo my lrie11t1 
Benrry. 
My dad gets a call fro111 /1is 
11101/rer. So I click t11e p/1urre so ll1at 
he can talk to my grandmother. 
Dad finisl1es a11d so111e/1ow 
e11ds up sayi11g to Benny ... 
"I love you very muc/1 sweetie. 
and you are in my thoughts every niylll 
just before I go lo bed. Good·bye. • 
Be1111ysaid, 
"Tlra11ks Mr, Brownie, you're 
in my tl1oug/1ls too. I'll stop IJy soon 
to say hi." 





10 Belfry denizens 
14 Over 
15 Jai-
16 The Beehive 
State 
17 Church official 
18. Powder · 
19 llalia's capital · 
20 Understood 
22 Dog sheher 
24 Sell 
25 Most recent 
26 New Jersey city 
30 Currier and -
32 Toward sheller 
33 Hamlet, e.g. 
35 Rubout 
40 Skunk 




47 Rise high 
48 Ten cents 
50 -public 
52 Nipped 
56 Alliance of 
. World War II 
58 Stop 
59 Made sharp 
noises 
64 Till 
65 Water: Sp. 
67 Texas shrine 
68 Arthurian lady 
69 Imitate 
70 Send (money) 
71 Lairs 
72 Lob . 
73 Chairs 
DOWN 
1 Boxer Max -
2 Proficient 
3· Fountain order 
4 -Knievel 
5 Obtain from a 
source· 
6 Thin metal disk 
7 Magic lamp man 




" 12 13 
114 
71 
0 1995 Tnbune Media Services, Inc 
Al •ilt'IS •-rved 
11 Make up (for) 
12 Domesticates 
13 Biblical verb 
21 ''The Prisoner of 
23 Artist's stand 
26 Cartoonist Al -
27 Baseball family 
name 
28 Pell--
29 Poor grades 
31 Sleeveless 
garment 
34 Minute particle 
36 Relax 
37 Wild ox 
38 Dueling 
memenlt> 
39 welri:J · ·· 
41 Yields, as land 
43 Ancient district 








~i. !.!.!.I s s o , I 's'N'i a· 
I II ii M A d 0 :> a I N ii 
:OllY1Y .!.J!.i.!. NYi11! 
•a ii 1 ~ :> Y ll :> 1 S ii ll M y! 
S I X Y N ii .L .L I 8· 
'A ll y .L 0 N• ii " I a 
~ !~ -~ • !>. .I. .I. o• ii s , n d. 
ii :> Nii 1 I s• .I. y :> ii , 0 _d, 
ii s y M ii. ii N w a •ii ii , y 
SilA 1•Ni1GllYO 
1 s ii .t w , I a N ii A ,, .. i.l! '""~i ., ... . y .. 0 .. :> , y 1 ,.!!~ ,q l~-
H Y .I. n I Y 1 Y .!~ ..Q. ~ .!._ 
.~ .!.~~!I. .1.. :> y !,! 0 ii ~ .'! .!.: 
53 Dunne of film 
54 Practice 
55 Cares for 
57 Diagnostic 
pictures 
60 Swiss painter 
61 Dalai-
62 Give off 
63 Periods 
66 Sticky stuff 
·I 
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WHEN CHOOSING AN .INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDER, .... . ...... . ... ... ... . .... .. ... .., ............ '." ... . ... . ... ... . . ...... . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .... . .............. ,., ... .... ... .. ...• .,. ..... ······· . . ....... . .. ...... . ...... ' ...... " .. .. . . . .z... . .. ·~.. . . . .. .. ~- .................... ·~ ........ , ,., ....... ~· .. ... . ... . ~· ...................... -............................ ~. 
RE·MEMBER TWO THINGS: 
1) THE INTERNET IJEPENDS COMPLE'f'.ELY ON PHO.NE LINES • .. ., ..................................... 2')""~iii"'"i("lt''o"w·-·"'""""i'oi""'"A,.a.li'il''i""'P'llo'N"!''""i''l'.N':E·S··~-.............................................. .. 
•'••••••·•·'•••••••·""'•••••._,,.,,,. ,,.,, .. ,.,,.,.,.,.,,.,,.,. ., .. , ........... ..,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,, ... ,,,,,,,_,,.,,,,,.,,,.,,. ,.,,,.,,,., ,,,.,.,,., ......... ,,.,. •• ,.,,._ ........ •vo·•.••••·• •·•••••••·"''''•"•••••·•'"•••••'•"··••,.""·•··-.·"·• .., •••• ,. .• ,.,, 
The lr1ternet; If you aren't ........ · ·· · ·· ili~lioau.cT.ollY:"'o~·~;~· ..... · .. · ·i· de1»end on fo1'. all your telccom~ 
............................................................. }. 
·already connectc.>d, you 84:>(>0 will 
ra:1 UU'.I; Uf'lfl.IMt'l't:IJI 111f>No•Pkt ... f; 
munications needs. No other 
be. And that ~cans you're going .l.nternet servi.ce provider can · 
S l !J.95" . ;,o.,.n1 .. 1;A11 .. ow ,,;..,. 
to need the simplest, most reli-
at:l:t:1va. S25 un: ,,...~l'l\.t.1.A·1-.•0H match Cincinnati Bull's supt.~rb 
able lntenmt ac:c::ess available; 
Of· """"" Al::St>t'llt>NA1. •·nusr. l.tNI:', 
customer· se1·vice, years of 
from the pt.'Ople who best know .experience and corrunitn1ent to 
how to provide it - Cindunat:i . innovation. 
Bell. li1 other words, you're 
. THE WHERE 
Fust! is as easy to get as it .is 
THE WHAT 
: ..... , ..... ~" .... .,_ .... . .. ..... .. ....... .......... . .. 
t.o use. Just. onle1· ·by· phone •. 
.Fuse is Cincinnati_ Bell's new l11ternet access .ser .. Our Cin.cinnatf Bell ·represe1na-
vice. When you subscribe. you'll receive lnteri1ct tives are standing by to help you 
software like Nr.tsca1>e Navigator"~ .the premier' . get on the hiternet · plus .an 
World Wide Web browser, and Etado.ra Light'' 
for' sending and .receiving e-mail. You'll 
also get an easy-to-und~rstand guide 
to help you .get online quickly. 
And· Cincin11ati Bell offers 
full technical support for 
Fuse, of' course. 
... ". 
THE. WHY 
Fuse is from Cincinnati Bell, 
a company· you've - learnC..-d to 
··- ... 
additional. phone line. Or, if 
you already. have Internet access 
but want a better deal, visit: the· Fust~ 
World Wide Web page at 
· _ ht:tp://www.fuse.net. lt'.s time to discovt~r wha~ 
simple; rt~lia'ble Jnten1et accl.~ss can do for you. 
@anCinnati Bell "Atlephone• 
...... ·: --~···<, ..... :. ··• 
•' '" . -··~ .... ... . 
' .. ·: ' --
5 6 5 - f U SE fm· t1imple, r.;liabfo 
ac:rti!lli..to dat! Net.· . 
,.·, 
. .. 
. .. _ 
., ~4-· ,.~l'Hlft't ,..,,:,,M~-"'~ ,,. ·~ ": ~-u;,.·~~: .~;!SS.~,.. .... ~.~. ·•·t ~· .. :- U••" m, w~··~i. .. ) JN w;..;.-,;~ ~,: .. ·i;;y:;.t~~-··· ~A~,·~· 1 •. ~:~~·~..,...:~·~ .. o··~ ....... ~ ... "'~:~.~K:;~~» '"~~~·! .. It .. '·· M'9 ... ~ •. , .. ~, .. ':• ~-~·~~""-~ •• h~\!o•i. ~ .. \l•u.o 'J.t.>t ~··it; .~"C ... ·,,·~~·~~"···KM.. 
. ·,. . ., . . .. . . . . . '. 
